Abstract This paper proposes an appearance generative mixture model based on key frames for meanshift tracking. Meanshift tracking algorithm tracks an object by maximizing the similarity between the histogram in tracking window and a static histogram acquired at the beginning of tracking. The tracking therefore could fail if the appearance of the object varies substantially. In this paper, we assume the key appearances of the object can be acquired before tracking and the manifold of the object appearance can be approximated by piece-wise linear combination of these key appearances in histogram space. The generative process is described by a Bayesian graphical model. An Online EM algorithm is proposed to estimate the model parameters from the observed histogram in the tracking window and to update the appearance histogram. We applied this approach to track human head motion and to infer the head pose simultaneously in videos. Experiments verify that our online histogram generative model constrained by key appearance histograms alleviates the drifting problem often encountered in tracking with online updating, that the enhanced meanshift algorithm is capable of tracking object of varying appearances more robustly and accurately, and that our tracking algorithm can infer additional information such as the object poses.
Introduction
Visual tracking of object in complex environment is currently one of the most challenging and intensively studied tasks in machine vision field. Various visual cues including optical flow [1, 2] , edge [3] [4] [5] , color [6, 7] , and depth [8] have been employed in tracking. As low level visual cues tend to be noisy, a prior knowledge of the object appearance is usually applied as global constraints during tracking. In [9] the appearance statistics of the object is modeled by an appearance eigenspace and the so-called Eigentracking technique is introduced. While the appearance variations of the object sometimes can only be captured a nonlinear manifold, instead of by one subspace, Lee [10] partitioned the manifold into a number of sub-manifolds, and each sub-manifold is represented by a PCA subspace similar to Eigentracking. The connectivity among the sub-manifolds is modeled by transition probability matrix. The tracking algorithm based on this representation is able to track object with more substantial appearance variations and to infer the state of the object corresponding to the sub-manifolds simultaneously. The success of these tracking algorithms largely depends on the consistency between the actual object appearance and the appearance models learnt off-line. The consistency, however, might be violated in real tracking scenario, due to occlusion, or changing of illumination, etc.
In order to take the novelties into consideration during tracking, researchers proposed algorithms with online model updating. Ross et al. [11] extended Eigen-tracking by online updating the object appearance PCA eigenspace using sequential Kar-hunen-Loeve algorithm. Noticing PCA eigenspace results from fitting subspace to data using L 2 norm, Ho [12] took a step further and suggested that fitting appearance subspace to data using L ∞ norm leads to subspace obtained by Gramm-Schmitt orthogonalization. The resultant algorithm incorporates observation novelties into subspace representation in a timely manner, and is able to track objects subject to pose changes, occlusions, and illumination variations, etc. Lee [13] introduced this idea into his probabilistic appearance manifold tracking framework and allows his tracker to online adapt to novelties.
Instead of modeling the appearance by subspace, Nguyen et al. [14] model the object appearance as Gaussian distribution and adapt the model by Kalman filter, occlusion is detected at each pixel by comparing the pixel observation to the modeled noise variance. The algorithm is therefore capable of tracking object of slow appearance variations and handling occlusions. Along this direction, Jepson [15] proposed to model the appearance of an object as a mixture of stable image structure, outliers, and two frame information obtained from optical flow. An online EM algorithm is employed to infer the model parameters. The inferred stable image structure is adapted to model slow appearance variations of the object, such as variations caused by pose change and illumination changes. Short time disturbances, such as occlusions, are modeled as outlier processes. While tracking with online learning has the advantage of handling occlusions and appearance variations, they all suffer from drifting problem more or less. The appearance model with online updating tends to drift away from the actual appearance of the object as the tracking error accumulates after a long period of time of tracking.
Comaniciu [6] proposed a meanshift tracking algorithm that tracks the object by comparing the similarity between histogram of the tracking window and a static histogram acquired before the tracking. Comparing to the other tracking techniques, this algorithm was well-known for real-time computation and robustness against partial occlusion and view point changes due to its insensitivity to object appearance changes. Several extensions to this algorithms have also been proposed to accommodate different tracking scenarios based on different assumptions. Collins [16] first proposed to improve the ad-hoc kernel scale selection technique in meanshift tracking algorithm by using scale space techniques. Ziv-kovic [17] reformulated the meanshift process as a expectation-maximization (EM) optimization process and the scale selection problem is solved as a variance estimation problem in a way similar to mean estimation. To avoid the distraction caused by background pixels in tracking window during meanshift tracking, Porikli [18] proposed to weight the meanshift kernel by foreground likelihood.
While all the extensions of meanshift algorithms focuses on the adaption of kernel parameters, they all assume the histogram of the tracked object does not change much during the tracking. This assumption limited its application in scenario where the appearance of the object changes substantially. For example, the histogram of the frontal face of a person may be substantially different from that of the rear view of the person's head, therefore meanshift tracker with histogram of the frontal face could become unstable when the person turns his face away from the camera. In [7] , Birchfield attacked similar problem by using histogram intersection to blend both skin color and hair color when computing histogram similarity. This idea, however, cannot be applied directly in meanshift algorithm due to different tracking mechanism.
In this paper, we propose to adapt the static histogram in meanshift tracking algorithm and to model the object histogram as a random variable generated by piecewise linear combination of some histogram pairs. The parameters in this generative model can be estimated using on-line (EM) techniques. With the histogram updated online, the meanshift tracker is able to track object of vast varying appearances. In the mean time, the constraints of the key appearance histograms prevent the tracking from drifting. We applied our algorithms to human head tracking. The experiments indicate that our algorithms can achieve more robust and accurate tracking performance compared to the standard meanshift algorithm. In the mean time, the head poses can be inferred based on the updated generative model parameters during the tracking.
In the rest of the paper, we first give a brief overview of the meanshift tracking algorithm in Sect. 2. In Sect. 3, the framework of meanshift tracking with online histogram updating is introduced. Section 4 summarizes the basic idea of generative probabilistic model and EM inference. Section 5 introduces our histogram generative model and online EM algorithm. Section 6 presents the experimental evaluation on human head motion tracking and pose estimation using meanshift tracking with/without our histogram updating technique. We summarize the benefits of histogram updating in Sect. 7.
Meanshift tracking [6]
Given an ensemble of data samples, meanshift [19] is an iterative procedure for finding the data density modes (local maxima of the density function or cluster centers) by shifting the data samples toward the average mean of the data samples within its vicinity.
Suppose the data ensemble S is in an n-dimensional Euclidean space X . Let K be a kernel in X as follows,
The kernel density estimator for the data ensemble S is thuŝ
The sample mean at x ∈ X is defined as
The difference between m(x) − x is called meanshift [20] . It can be shown that the mean shift is equivalent up to a scale to the gradient of the kernel density estimator in Eq. 2 [19] , and a mean shift algorithm to find the density modes is as follows:
till convergence. 3. Assign the data sample to the mode to whose center it converges.
Intuitively, if the cluster center shifts, the meanshift algorithm will follow the moving cluster center. Based on this intuition, a likelihood image of the object in a tracking window can be considered as an object cluster with each pixel locations as a data sample and the corresponding likelihood value as the membership of the object cluster. As the object moves, the meanshift algorithm provides a perfect tool to track the object as a cluster center.
Based on similar intuition but with more mathematical delicacy, Comaniciu [6] proposed a real-time meanshift tracking algorithm. Suppose the appearance of the object is represented by a normalized color histogram, denoted as h 1 = {h 1 (n)}, and the histogram of the tracking window centered at y be h 2 (y) = {h 2 (y, n)}. The similarity between the two histograms can be represented by the correlation of the two vectors:
Tracking is thus simplified to maximizing the similarity as a function of y in the vicinity of the center of the tracking window y 0 at frame t − 1.
We denote
where C 1 , and C 2 are normalization constants, k( p i ) is a kernel function evaluated at location p i , and δ(.) is impulse function. Applying the Taylor expansion to the similarity function
where
As the second term only depends on y and is in the kernel density estimation form, the similarity function can be maximized by meanshift algorithm.
The Meanshift tracking algorithm can be summarized as follows:
Compute the weights β i , i=1,…,R in the tracking window using Eq. 8. 3. Compute the new location y 1 by meanshift
and compute ρ 1 
4. Quit with failure if |ρ 1 | < 0 , quit with success if |ρ 1 − ρ 0 | < 1 , else y 0 = y 1 , go to 1.
Meanshift tracking with online appearance updating
As the template histogram h 1 = {h 1 (n)} is static, the performance of the meanshift tracking algorithm becomes unpredictable when appearance of the object undergoes significant variations. A solution to this problem is to perform online histogram updating. As we mentioned in the previous sections of the paper, tracking with online model updating without constraints results in the notorious drifting problem. We are therefore motivated to constrain the online updating process using some key appearances acquired in advance. The key appearances can be acquired either by hand in some representative frames in the video, or by object detector automatically. Therefore our algorithm is an effective complement to the current available tracking tools. The flowchart for the proposed meanshift tracking with histogram updating is illustrated in Fig. 1 . At frame t, meanshift tracking is carried out with an approximated histogram constrained on the manifold defined by key appearance histograms given the histogram observed in the tracking window of frame t − 1. The approximated histogram is then updated based on the histogram observation in the tracking window of frame t. This procedure may iterate several times till the center of the tracking window converges. The question is now how to generate a histogram that approximates the observed histogram subject to the manifold constraints imposed by the key appearance histograms. We propose a Bayesian inference approaches to solve this problem.
Probabilistic generative model and EM inference
Probabilistic generative model explains the observed data using latent variables and the statistical causal relations among the hidden variables and the observed data. Given an ensemble of observed data, the training involves inference of the hidden variable distribution and the model parameters, so that the model can explain the data with high probability. When new data is provided, the model gives an generative explanation of the new observation with probability measure.
Denote the hidden random variables by h and the visible random variable from T observed data by v(i.e., v = (v (1) , v (2) , . . . , v (T ) )). The hidden variable h can be further partitioned into model parameter θ with distribution P(θ ) and data-specific hidden variable h (t) with distribution
Suppose each training case is i.i.d., we can define the joint distribution over all random variables as
Exact inference is carried out by computing estimation based on the posterior distribution
Direct computation of the posterior distribution, however, is usually intractable. The hope then exists in whether there exists a simpler distribution Q(h) that approximate the true posterior distribution by minimizing the free energy function
The EM inference algorithm specifies
supposing the training data samples are independent. From Eq. 10, we obtain
By setting the derivative of F(Q, P) to zero, and solving for Q(h (t) ) with Lagrange constraint h Q(h) = 1, we obtain the expectation update rule for Q(h (t) )
Taking the derivative of F(Q, P) with respect toθ , we obtain the Maximization update rule for the parameterθ
5 Generating histogram from piece-wise linear combination of key appearance histogram pairs
Suppose K key appearances of the object can be acquired before the tracking. Denote their histograms as {h 1 (n)},
And suppose the histogram of the object being tracked at current frame {z * (n)} can be piecewise linearly approximated by some pairs of the key appearance histograms. The formulation then becomes: Assuming gaussian distribution for simplicity, the joint distribution of the observation z(n) at histogram bin n and the hidden variable m can be modeled as
where G(; µ, Ψ ) denotes Gaussian distribution with mean µ and covariance Ψ . We can conveniently obtain the a posterior probability of m given observation z,
The expectation of log likelihood of the observation of
. . , M, the following updating rule is obtained:
Intuitively, this updating rule computes a probability weighted similarity measure between {z(n)} and
If we further consider the past histogram observations under an exponential envelope located at the current time
With the assumption that the histogram of the object does not change very quickly, we have the approximation p(m u = s|z l (n)) ∼ p(m l = s|z l (n)), s = 1, . . . , M if time l and u are close enough. Taking the derivative of expectation of log likelihood, we obtain the updating rules
Therefore given histogram {z u (n)} as observation and {ŵ s u−1 } as initialization of the model parameters at frame u, the model parameters can be updated as follows: E-Step Compute p(m|z u (n)) using Eq. 17 with p(z(n)|m) defined in Eq. 16. M-Step Computeŵ s , s = 1, . . . , M using Eq. 20 with obtained p(m|z u (n)), Finally, the approximated histogram given current histogram observation {z(n)}is
As shown in Fig. 3 , {h * (n)} can be understood as the point closest to the histogram observation on the manifold approximated by the key frame histograms in a probabilistic sense. The raw observation {z(n)} is first projected to each pair of key frames with parameter {ŵ s }, then the approximated histogram is fused based on the projections weighted by probability of each pair of key frames that generated the current observation. {h * (n)} is then utilized as the color histogram template for meanshift tracking. 
Experiments

Tracking head movement in single view camera
A frequently encountered application scenario in human machine interaction is to track and estimate the pose of a human head. The detection of a frontal view human face in particular can trigger some other face analyzing tools to reveal the person's identity, facial expression, eye gaze, and lip movement. The proposed algorithm is perfectly suitable for such application because the head pose could be inferred simultaneously according to the online updated histogram generative model parameters. For evaluation purpose, a video sequence was shot in which the subject turns his or her head around with different head poses starting with the frontal view pose. The background contains shadowy regions, the color of which resembles the hair color, thus could be distraction of Meanshift tracker. The frame size of the video is of 180 × 120. Because human head motion is relatively slow, the video is down-sampled to four frames per second.
For convenience of notation, the algorithms we are going to evaluate are described as follows:
MS_STATIC A standard Meanshift tracking algorithm with static histogram. The histogram is computed in the RGB color space with bin size 10 × 10 × 10. The same histogram bin size is specified for the following improved Meanshift trackers and is remained the same throughout the rest of the paper. MS_3STATIC A Meanshift tracker that tracks the subject with the best match of three static histograms against the observed histogram from the previous frame. The three static histograms are acquired from the appearance of frontal view, side view and rear view of the subject's head before tracking. Therefore this algorithm also has the potential of tracking object of vast appearance variations, and the object state can be inferred based on the selected static histogram. MS_UPDATE The Meanshift tracker with the proposed online EM histogram updating technique. Denote the histograms of the frontal view, side view and rear view of human head appearance as {h 1 (n)}, {h 2 (n)}, and {h 3 (n)} respectively. We assumed the histogram of the human head appearance at arbitrary pose can be approximated by either the linear combination of frontal view and side view histograms, or that of side view and rear view. The piece-wise linearly approximation model is thus formulated as
We set α = 0.2 so that the past five to ten frames can be taken into consideration during on-line EM updating, and we empirically determined Ψ = 0.1.
Comparison of tracking robustness against large view variations
We first applied MS_STATIC to the test video sequence. Some frames of the tracking result are shown in the first column of Fig. 4 . The last three frames show that the dark regions in the background resembles the hair color and distracts the tracking window after the subject turns his head sideways. The second column of Fig. 4 shows the tracking result of MS_3STATIC. The tracker maintained successful tracking when the subject turned to side view, but started to drift away when the subject showed the rear view of his head to the camera. It eventually lost the target due to the distraction of the shadowy background clutters. The third column of Fig. 4 shows some key frames of the tracking result of MS_UPDATE. The proposed histogram updating mechanism enabled the meanshift tracker to track the head very closely when the appearance of the head changes substantially and was able to avoid distraction of the background clutters.
Experiment on head pose estimation
As we have the appearance histograms for three key head poses (frontal, side, and rear views), we believe these head poses can be inferred based on the estimated histogram generative model parameters using the following rules: The threshold T is set to 0.5 by default, but user may adjust it in practice.
We labeled the head poses in the video manually as ground truth. Figure 5 compares the pose estimation results of MS_3STATIC and MS_UPDATE against the ground truth. It can be observed that MS_UPDATE was able to make correct estimation despite background clutters and illumination variations, except that the estimation result is in general lagging behind the ground truth for three to five frames. MS_3STATIC successfully estimated the side view pose change of the subject at around frame 50. Its pose estimation however become erroneous when the tracker start to be distracted by the background clutters as shown in Fig. 4b .
We further collect the observed histogram {z(n)} and the estimated histogram {h * (n)} at each frame during the tracking. The 3D PCA subspace of the observed histograms is then constructed. The observed histograms {z(n)}, the estimated 
Experiment with some other videos
We then applied our algorithm to some video sequences provided by Birchfield [21] . Some key frames for tracking one of the video are shown in Fig. 7 . The video contains a lots of head movements and pose changes. The background contains a significant amount of clutters, and some clutters has color components resembles skin color. As the head moves, the shading on the face also varies. In the middle of the video, the subject waves his hands and yellow folders in front of his face, which makes it a very challenging video for tracking and pose estimation. Our algorithm is able to track the whole sequence, and reaches pose recognition accuracy of 77% comparing to the manually labeled ground truth. Comparing to Birchfield's tracking result provided in [21] , our algorithm is less likely to be distracted by background clutters and motion dynamics, and in addition, can provide head pose estimation.
Tracking head movement in meeting room with stereo cameras
Finally, we applied our algorithm to track human heads in videos from UKA-ISL seminar database [22] . The seminar is recorded with four stereo cameras (in the ceiling corners of the room) at 15 fps, with 640×480 pixels per frame. The speaker's head bounding box in each view is provided as Fig. 8 A key frame of the stereo seminar video from UKA-ISL database ground truth every 10 frames. A key frame of the video is illustrated in Fig. 8 . It seems the subject appearance is quite distinct from the background in view 1, 2, and 4. However there exist a lot background clutters with color components quite similar to the subject's hair and face in the video from view 3. Besides, during the seminar, the subject keeps moving in and out of the projector light, and the color appearance on his face varies enormously. This becomes a major challenge to color feature based head trackers. As the key frame appearances of the subject from different head poses can be obtained from the four camera view simultaneously, the histogram generative model from the four camera views for the head appearance can be formulated as
We randomly pick 100 starting point in the videos, and track the subsequent video frames for 250 frames by using the standard meanshift tracker and our improved meanshift algorithm. We count the number of times of successful tracking of 250 frames for both algorithms. The experiment result is summarized in Table 1 .
The rate of successful tracking is improved from 74 to 86% after the updating mechanism is integrated into the system. By Chi-square test of 2 × 2 contingency table, the chance that the performances of the two tracking algorithms are identical is 3.39%.
Summary
In this paper, we proposed a generative mixture model and an online EM update algorithm for adapting the object histogram. Experiments showed that, compared to the method using a static histogram, our model enabled the meanshift tracking algorithm to achieve more robust performance.
Based on the estimated model parameters, the object state (head poses) can be easily inferred. We also verified that, the algorithm can be conveniently applied to head tracking in the meeting room scenario with stereo cameras and achieved better performance than the standard meanshift tracker.
Comparing to meanshift tracking with static histogram, meanshift tracking with histogram updating yields more robust and accurate tracking performance. Comparing to the typical online updating techniques for visual tracking, our online EM algorithm with key appearance constraints avoids the notorious drifting problem. With the inferred model parameters, the object states(e.g. head pose) can also be inferred. It is worth noting that [13] achieved similar goals as ours by modeling the object appearance manifold with a collection of PCA subspaces and tracking object in a sampling fashion. Their tracker is able to distinguish subtler state variations(i.e., small pose variations). However, to learn the subspace model, their algorithm depends largely on wellprepared training data. Our algorithm models the appearance in the histogram space. Though the histogram model is less discriminative for subtle state transition detection, it generalizes better. Therefore our algorithm can perform surprisingly well based on just a few key frames in the meanshift tracking framework.
Considering the benefits, acquisition of more than one key appearances for the object is worthwhile (and convenient, i.e., in meeting room scenario with stereo cameras), and our proposed online histogram updating technique is indeed an effective complement to the current meanshift tracking techniques.
